
AXSR

ACCURATE
RUGGED

RELIABLE

The next generation Accuracy 

International high performance, 

AXSR rifle features cross-platform 

enhancements to match the 

demands of  sporting communities 

worldwide.

Victory in the balance

With a cut-rifled barrel manufactured 

by AI in the UK and central point of  

balance delivering linear recoil, no 

muzzle jump and rapid setup, the 

AXSR is a rigid and reliable platform for 

accuracy at speed.

AI quality without compromise

The AXSR model comes complete  

with all the options configured for the 

perfect rifle. AI accuracy, repeatability 

and reliability naturally come as 

standard.

Reliable high performance

The non-bonded barrelled long action

is bolted into an aluminium chassis. With 

RRS spec (ARCA Swiss compatible) rail 

interface forend for tripod mounting.  

The slick action builds trust and

confidence in its capabilities.

LONG ACTION MULTI CAL RIFLE 



Trigger: AI standard two-stage trigger adjustable  
weight between 1.5 and 2Kg 

Action: Proofed EN24T steel action and bolt body 
with maraging steel bolt head and lock ring 6 lug 60° 
dynamic bolt lift. Action rail and forend rail 30 MOA 
STANAG 4694 / Mil Std for use with in-line night vision 
or thermal scopes. Action bolted to the aluminium 
chassis with 5 action screws

Safety catch: Ambidextrous 2 position safety catch

Chassis: 7075 aluminium chassis with superior  
AI KeySlot™ mounting system, featuring 30 MOA Action 
Rail, and AI repeatable Quickloc barrel change system

Toolless quick adjustable cheekpiece: Height range: 
22mm (0.86”) in 3.2mm (0.12”) increments

Target adjustable buttpad and length of pull: 
Min 321mm (12.6”) with a total range of 55mm (2.15”)  
in 3.2mm (0.12”) increments  

Forend: Integral RRS spec rail interface, KeySlot™ 
mounting system and machined barrier support 

Magazine: Slim profile mag catch for ambidextrous 
removal. 1 x detachable 10 round double  
stack magazine

AI barrel options: Cut heavy profile with M30 barrel 
tenon, manufactured in England by AI UK   

Grip: Designed to accept most AR style pistol grips

Folding stock: Right side folding stock over bolt for 
shorter profile during transportation

Suppressor: B&T AG muzzle brake designed for use 
with B&T AG suppressor

Sling attachment points

User manual 

Colours: The AXSR is protected with a Cerakote™  
top  coat available in three colours

CALIBRES BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE THREAD MUZZLE BRAKE MOUNTING SYSTEM TWIST RATE

6.5 Creedmoor 24” / 26” (610mm / 660mm) 3/4” x 24BN B&T AI SPEC KeySlot™  1:8 
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